


FROM SCARCITY TO 
ABUNDANCE:
MAPPING THE
GIVING ECOSYSTEM
A Lookback at 2021 Trends
in Global Generosity



• Monetary and non-monetary giving across 
the globe

• Measure quantity, character, and value of 
acts of generosity across the giving 
ecosystem.

• Unique taxonomy captures compares across 
contexts and cultures.

• Baselines to track trends.

Our Approach:



ASSUMPTION REALITY

People generally prefer 
to give money, and 
giving is in decline

Almost everybody gives, 
in multiple ways

Over 76% of acts of generosity are non-monetary



Giving in Only One Way is Rare



Non-monetary Giving Types: ItemsNon-Monetary Giving Types: Items



Non-Monetary Giving Types: Items



Non-Monetary Giving Types: Time
PERCENTAGE OF VOLUNTEER SIGN UPS PER WEEK, RELATIVE TO 2019 (USA)



Non-monetary Giving Types: AdvocacyNon-Monetary Giving Types: Advocacy



Non-Monetary Giving Types: Advocacy





ASSUMPTION REALITY

People generally give 
only to non-profits

Giving outside of formal 
structures is more 
common

65% of acts of generosity do not involve nonprofit entities.



Giving by Formality/Structure



Giving by Formality/Structure

Less than 10%
of international giving 
consisted of giving 
money to
registered charities.



What Happened in Non-Profit Fundraising?

Donors Down, Dollars Up



68%
AGREED WITH THE 
STATEMENT: 
“I generally trust 
nonprofits and the 
services they provide.”

62%
ALSO AGREED:
“I prefer to give directly 
to individuals-in-need, 
and not via nonprofit 
organizations, platforms, 
or websites.”



Giving 
Sentiment





● Decline in fundraising was not

driven by giving sentiment

● Decline in fundraising is not 

due to a mix-shift in giving

Fundraisers ask less and 
engage donors less on causes 
they care about.Decline in fundraising was not

driven by giving sentiment

Decline in fundraising is not due 

to a mix-shift in giving

Giving is diverse. We need to 
learn from all giving behaviors
to cultivate more impactful 
giving

Is Giving in Decline?



Thank 
you
For more information or to get involved, 
please contact: 
data@givingtuesday.org





Conclusion
● We need to take a broader view of people’s generosity.

● Not measuring the full range of giving behaviors limits our opportunity to 

leverage the power of generosity and engage support for organizations and 

causes.

● We need to learn from all giving behaviors to cultivate more impactful giving.

This is just a beginning as we continue to grow our unique approach to 
generating actionable insights into the global giving ecosystem!


